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OVERVIEW

Wire Factory to Cultural Factory
Multicultural Complex F1963

Established in 1963, the Suyeong factory, located at
Mangmi-dong in Suyeong-gu, Busan, was Kiswire’s first
factory manufacturing wires for 45 years until its closure in
2008.
With the hosting of the Busan Biennale on September
2016, the Suyeong factory was reborn as an eco-friendly
multicultural complex centered around art, human and
culture.
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HISTORY

New Ventures through
Public-Private Collaboration
F1963 is the first ever multicultural complex developed through collaborations between
the public and private sectors. Through this project, Busan City, Kiswire and the Busan
Cultural Foundation are working together to create added social and cultural value.

Establishes Kiswire Suyeong
Factory, the cornerstone of
Kiswire.
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Production ends at Kiswire
Suyeong Factory, relocating all
manufacturing facilities to other
factories.

Busan city and Kiswire sign
MOU for development and
operation of F1963 and hold
Busan Biennale.

Opens Sukcheon Hall, an
exhibition and performance
space.

Receives Grand prize(Prime
Minister Awards) at the Good
Place Awards.

Opens F1963 Art Library.
(an art specialized library)
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CONCEPT

Creative Reinterpretation of Existing Structures
An Architectural Regeneration Project
F1963 is an example of an architectural regeneration that artfully balancing
old and new. While the exterior of the old factory has been preserved,
the interior was creatively renovated to give the building a new purpose.

Reincarnation of a space from
a floor with full of equipment to an
exhibition and performance hall
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CONCEPT / REGENERATION

A Space Where the Old and New Coexist

On the space where a massive crane used to be stood a book
tower of wisdom from classical literature of the East and West.
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The old factory ceiling is torn down to create a square where
the sky touched the earth.

The wooden trusses that held up the factory roof are
transformed into benches for visitors, and the steel plates
that were once used in the factory are transformed into sign
boards.

The backyard that was used to load finished products is
transformed into the Moonlight Garden, where beautiful
flowers and trees can be seen with each passing season.
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CONCEPT / ECO-FRIENDLY

A Relaxing Space within the City for
Eco-friendly and Slow Lifestyles

The Moonlight Garden and Bamboo Sori Trail are forests within
the city that offer visitors a peaceful and relaxing environment.

Bamboo Sori Trail
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Moonlight Garden
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SPACE

Exhibition and
Performance Space
Sukcheon Hall

Through the collaboration between public and private sectors, City
of Busan and Kiswire created Sukcheon Hall where performances and
exhibitions can be held. Sukcheon Hall traces its name to founder of
Kiswire and honorary chairman Sukcheon Hong ChongYeol.

Area

2,046m2

Capacity
800people
(500 seats for performance)

Facility
Movable stage
Auditorium
Retractable acoustic wall
Sound and lighting systems
Moving walls for the exhibitions
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SPACE

F1963 Square:
an Open Space to Enjoy
Cultural Experiences

A space where the sky meets the earth. Seminars, performances
as well as various showings of operas, films and live recordings are
available throughout the year on the outdoor stage surrounded by
herb gardens.

Area

452.1m2 / 12.4m x 36.4m
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SPACE

F1963 Art Library:
a New Artistic Space
Transcending Time and
Space through Books

The F1963 Art Library houses books on architecture, music, art,
and photography that humanity has created over thousands of years.
This art specialized library shares the arts and culture with visitors by
providing artistic knowledge and various cultural activities.
At the Library, visitors can find collections of numerous artists on their
famous works and exhibitions. There are also around 10,000 modern
and contemporary books on arts including architecture, music, fine arts,
and photography as well as arts and cultural magazines from overseas.
Efforts are constantly underway to collect texts on beautiful art around
the world.
* For more information, please visit the F1963 Art Library website
(www.f1963library.org)
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SPACE / MULTICULTURAL

Praha993

A Diverse Space
that Excites like a
Captivating Novel

Czech craft beer brewery

F1963 is a cultural space for people of all ages and generations, from
young to old, to enjoy 365 days a year. This space provides visitors with
various arts and culture contents through its exhibition hall, library, and
bookstore.
It is an open, eco-friendly, cultural space where the earth, sky, and
people come together as one to enjoy each other’s company and share
their stories, all while enjoying coffee, beer, or makgeolli.

Boksoondoga
Traditional home-style
makgeolli made of rice

* For a list of stores and their operating hours,
please visit the F1963 website (www.f1963.org)
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YES24@F1963

Terarosa Coffee

YES24, the Korea’s largest online
bookstore’s first flagship store

Coffee from various regions,
freshly baked bread and desserts

Garden in forest works
Kukje Gallery Busan

Gardening supplies and fresh flowers
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Located under
the Mangmi overpass
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Garden in
Forest works

Suyeong River
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Directions
By Subway

F1963
Parking Lot
#1

Parking

Line 3, Mangmi Station (Exit 4) > Suyeong-gu Maeul Bus #2 >
Get off at Sanjeong Apt. bus stop

Kiswire HQ Parking lot P1. P2 (Everyday 09:00 ~ 24:00)
Kiswire HQ Parking lot P3, P4 (Weekends 09:00 ~ 24:00)

Line 3, Suyeong Station (Exit 5) > City Bus #54 >
Get off at KISWIRE bus stop

F1963 Parking lot #1 (Everyday 09:00 ~ 24:00)

By Bus
Suyeong-gu Maeul Bus #2 > Get off at Sanjeong Apt. bus stop

F1963 Parking lot #2 (Everyday 09:00 ~ 20:00)
* Parking lot entry and exit are not accessible during non
operating hours
* Parking facilities can be found using GPS/navigation apps

City Bus #54 > Get off at KISWIRE bus stop
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